
Impressions on CSY 8, Srikalahasthi mandal 

 

First impression on first meeting point:   

                    I had a good experience in Chinna Shodha Yathra earlier, especially with 

school children and villagers. This creates the motivation for coming to yathra in third 

time. I was amazed by seeing the group of people from different districts, states and even 

countries also. I am very happy for seeing the persons participated in the earlier yathras.  

My first impression is, “I will learn many things from this group.” 

Impressions at the time of first breakfast: 

                    I came to know that from discussions with yathries, our pallesrujana team is 

expanding rapidly. Almost every person participated in yahtra recommending their 

relatives, colleagues, friends and family to participate in Chinna Shodha Yathra. Chinna 

shodha yahtra  is a unique one with priceless benefits, this attracting everyone. Very 

interesting thing is every time the group is having people from different regions, different 

streams and different personalities. We discussed about the memories of previous yathra 

and recalling those wonderful days.  

Impressions at the time of walking:  

 

It’s a wonderful experience in yathra while walking. I felt very happy walking along with 

unique personalities, especially with president award winner “Chandrasekhar garu”. He 

and his team bhaskar garu, murali garu,batthi nayudu garu explained about many tree 

leaves such as boddaku,rama tulasi, castor oil leaves and their benefits. In first day, 



walking up to karakollu village was horrible due to sun. But, most of yathries overcome the 

sun effect by sharing different topics like their personal life, their dreams and their current 

activities. I learnt a lot throughout the walk. I learnt about journalism from journalist of 

Andhra Bhoomi, Ramesh garu. He explained about challenges and struggles facing by 

journalists and also about the newspaper preparation process, advertisements influence on 

paper setting, etc and I learnt few tips regarding video editing, shooting from anurag of 

Pharamcy student. The quite interesting thing is, in this yathra father (Chandrasekhar 

singh) and son (Anurag) participated. The group is a mix of persons from Software 

engineers, innovators, professional photographers, journalist, students, lecturer, architect 

and social workers. 

 

   

Everyone is adding knowledge with free of cost. We had a worth full discussions on many 

topics like marketing grass root innovative products, effect of these products on Big MNCs, 

Education and facilities in village. Everyone helping each other for comfortable walk. We 

met many villagers and children in the knowledge journey. We explained about us, our 

purpose and our objectives to them. The amazing thing in villagers is, everyone is ready to 

provide hospitality and food to strangers also. Most of them enquired about our food and 

hospitality facilities without knowing us. Villagers gave answers patiently to all of our 

questions. If we ask the same questions to the people in city, instead of giving answer they 

will give different looks.  

 



Impressions on village atmosphere: 

 

                                       I think words are insufficient to describe the village atmosphere.  

Even Bill gates and Ambanis won’t get such a fresh unpolluted air. Free from noise, hill 

surroundings, greenery crops, musical sounds and interactive villagers made everyone feels 

awesome. Walking in between mountains and greenery crops gave pleasant feeling to 

everyone. We got a chance to bath in Kalangi River and water well. Sleeping in the night 

under stars, sky and surrounded by sugarcane crop was unforgettable. Villagers provided 

a 7 star hotel hospitality and food. Most of the yathries ate twice every time. In villages, we 

observed lot of different plants and trees.   

 

Our innovators (Chandrasekher garu) team explained about the use of many plants. They 

showed us carnivorous plants Most of the villagers are very happy with their current life 

style. Everyone in village is humble, having lot of patience and eager to know about new 

things. Almost every house is having atleast one fruit tree. Compared to city people, they 

are very energetic and strong without going to any gym. 



 

Impressions on schools in village:  

                           Most of the village schools have both English and telugu mediums. In one 

school, I was shocked by seeing the computer lab with internet facility. Their teachers are 

teaching Photoshop and other software’s to children. Every school has minimum facilities. 

They have awareness about the apps, technology and career opportunities. School 

atmosphere is very pleasant with green trees and clean surroundings. The students are very 

lucky to study in such schools. 

 

Students gave mind blowing ideas and answers. They are giving answers with bullet speed. 

Abdul kalam ji will be very happy that future India will be going to their hands. 



Impressions on Grass root Innovators stories:  

                                 Even though I knew about innovators stories, but stories of Mallesam 

Asu machine, Guravaiah, Pampapathi, Masthan ali and Vikram Rathod narrated by 

Brigadier sir gave me motivation for thinking differently. We got a chance to see the real 

personalities (Chandrasekhar garu and his team) in stories and their laboratory.   

 

We are fortunate to walk with President of India award winner and got a chance to see 

their laboratory. Every Grass root innovator has a different story consisting of struggles, 

problems and strains. Everyone wrote their name in the history. These stories will give 

motivation for people to innovate some other things. Pallesrujana is expanding rapidly by 

overcoming lot of struggles and problems with support of many people. But, still lot more 

challenges and problems are present for introducing new innovators to the world. 

Pallesrujana is started for great cause to make a social impact by introducing innovators to 

the society. As it is started for good thing, so we hope all the problems will be resolved soon.  

 

“Hope is the only thing, which gives oxygen to life” 

 


